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Tell me and I forget.
Teach me and I remember.
Involve me and I learn.
– Benjamin Franklin

Student Perspective

“My internship taught me an immense amount about the real world. I cultivated strong relationships with my coworkers and advisors that I believe will last beyond my time with the company. Previously, I was set on Package/Logo Design, and now I feel there are so many options for my future ranging from Social Media Marketing to Curation Design. I learned things this summer that no classroom could teach, and feel the experience I gained will help me in any career I choose.”

• (Kelsey, ‘19, art major)
Student Perspective

“This summer I learned so much about engineering as well as the responsibilities of working in an office from 8 to 5 every day. I have always enjoyed the process of learning engineering material in school, but until my internship I still felt as if I had no idea what it meant to be an actual engineer. In my opinion, it is of equal benefit to be out of the classroom and in an office environment to witness how engineering functions in the real world.”

(Seth, ’17, engineering major)

Internship Participation

57% of the class had an internship experience

41% received academic credit
64% of internships were paid
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Total respondents: 40
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